Enterprise Management and Cyber Security Services (EM/CSS)

Infrastructure Management, Service and Data Integration
Support change using technical experts to advise and assist as you modernize and integrate systems.

- Help desk support
- Operations and Maintenance (O&M)
- Systems and services administration
- Enterprise sustainment management
- IT governance
- IT fit-up — legacy system modernization
- Complex integration and engineering implementation

Continuous Enterprise Monitoring
Constant insight and system awareness 24x7x365

- Quick response to issues putting the system back in nominal configuration
- Integrated Security Monitoring
- Astute Orchestration of Restoration Teams
- Integrated Operations Security Workflow
- Flexible and adaptable monitoring to meet dynamic environment
- Expedited incident and change requests into the integrated workflow

Cyber Security Operations Center
ManTech’s experts provide a balance of tools, technologies and the right people to safeguard your most important information resources.

- End Point Security
- Network Defense
- PKI Solutions
- Cross Domain Solutions
- Managed Attribution
- Information Assurance
- Vulnerability/Risk Mitigation
- Enterprise Auditing
Enterprise Situational Awareness and Proactive Cyber Defense

The cyber threats that exist today are:

- Sophisticated
- Dynamic
- Numerous

It is essential that organizations have the skills, processes, and tools needed to rapidly detect, deter, and disrupt increasingly complex network attacks in order to protect critical information, resources, and programs. To combat these threats, ManTech provides a variety of customizable Security Operations Center (SOC) solutions to ensure enterprise cyber security situational awareness and proactive cyber defense.

It’s not if an attack will happen, it’s when ... be ready.